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A NEW APPLICATION OF AN OLD TOOL IMPROVES QUALITY                

CONTROL 

Using this tool, we can get up to 400 sleeves and 
embeds set in a single day! That tool is the           
Robotic Total Station, manufactured by Sokkia. 
Ten years ago we adopted the tool to help                    
overcome challenges with aggressive schedules; 
improve our layout accuracy; and to take                     
advantage of utilizing embeds to eliminate               
drilling and setting drop-in anchors for hanging 
pipe.  
  
Most recently we used the tool to provide an             

additional level of quality control for our                     

underground piping system; proving that                      

innovation doesn't have to rely on a new tool or 

software system. It can be a new application of 

an old tool. 

On the George Mason University Robinson Hall 

project, our survey team used Sokkia to                

provide an additional level of quality control. 

Even when things go to plan, laying out                  

underground piping and installing everything  

correctly, we can almost always anticipate the 

pipe moving from its original position due to 

backfilling and normal traffic across a                         

construction site.  To provide the client and             

ourselves an additional level of quality control; 

we deployed our Sokkia team to plot the position 

of every piece of vertical pipe extending out of 

the ground.   

By capturing and documenting these points, we were able to ensure the pipes were still located 

where we had originally placed them. During this Quality Control procedure, we identified two pipes 

that had shifted out of position, which we quickly and easily adjusted. This saved us from             

chipping the concrete to make adjustments after the slab had been poured.  We provided our client 

an “As-Built” layout of the installed underground system. This allowed all stakeholders to have 100% 

confidence that all pipes fell into the exact location as shown in the coordinated BIM model.    


